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AR AhGEIiETT 0] TRAITIC IDUR II'JG 0 OlU TRUCTION AND IIA INT1IANCE 
GII,TEhAL 
General 	Regulations 
Regulations concerning pubiic roads and puhlic traffio are 
mainly included in the Public Roads Aot (243/1954), the Public 
Roads Statute (482/1957), the Road Traf'fic Äct (143/1957), tho 
Road Traffio Statute (551/1957), the Traffic Sign Deoision of 
the Ministry of Coiiniunications and Public orke (384/1957 and 
458/1968), the Motor Vehiole Statute (330/1957) and in the he-
oision of the iEinistry of Communications and Pubiio orks Con-
cerning Enforoement of the Motor Vehicle Statute (392/1957). 
The road shall be constructed and maintained as well as other 
works in or near the road area carried out in such rnannr-tiY 
no daner is oaued to public traff jo or labour. .Qorks on the 
road shall not unduly impede publio traffic. 
•i 
•i 
Great care shall he taken in the arrangement and operation cd 
construction traffic Traffic shailbe contro11.,in ane±fi-
cient, expedient and uniform manner. Traffio arrangements s}iali 
he altered as th 	6ik ic5ceed iiri 	rnner that they al- 
ways conform to .p reva i1in r oanditions. 
Ins truc t i ons 
These specifications for the arrangement and control of con-
struction traffic shall he appiied in ali road construction, 
imorovement, maintenanee and other works on publio roads an'i 
ii such worit carried out in the vioinity of public roads as 
may cause danger to or impede traff jo or as may be exposed to 
danger by puhua traffic. The specifications may also he app-
lied for traffic arrangements required in accident and dama:e 
cases and in other such situations. Traffic arrangements re- 
quired by each site ehail he as set forth on these Speoificat-
ions. 
On sites where public traffic is not alloved as well as on ;job 
site roads used for haulind rave1L etc the regulatione given 
ei 
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1• 
IS 
hereir shall also he applied to the extent deerned necessary 
from the point of view of the safety and operation of eonstruct-
jon traff jo and of the protection af labour. 
Responsibility 	for 	Traffic 	Arr- 
angernents 
Th road keeper shall be responsible for traffic arrangements 
on public roads. In road oonstruction work an agreement Inay he 
reaohed on transfer of this responsibility to the Contractor. 
On the basis of the permit granted by the road authority the 
Contractor shall be responsible for traff jo arrangernents requi-
red by works in or near the road area (exoL works related to 
road keeping) as set forth on the conditions of the permit. 
Dach job site shall have a person responsible for the traffick--
ability, traffic arrangeL1erts, traffic sis ond for ather sa-
.fety nieasures of the road. 
hen the road is constructed by contractin, the Employer and 
the Contractor shall prior to the start of works make an ag-
reenient on traffic arrangements during cons±ruction. At this 
inital inspection agreement shall also be reached on the divis-
jon of  labour between the Employer and the Contractor, if both 
parties will work on the same road seetion si:1u1tareous1y. The 
Contraotorshall also ive the name of the person answering for 
traff jo arrangements. It shall furthermore he checked that the 
traffic signs and other equipment of the Contractor are suffi-
eient and in oonforinity with specifications. 
The Employer shall take care of his trafif'jc arrar:enent duties 
and he shall control the rneasures taken for arraneniert of 
traff jo by the Contractor. Such ooidtrol by the imp1oyer shali 
not restrict or diminish the obiigations of the Contractor. 
$hould traff jo arrangements prove inadequate and danger or undue 
de -trinient are caused to pubiic traffie, construction works 
shail forthwith be suspended. The works may he resuined only 
when traffio arrangement.s. have been made in fuil conp1iance 
vitsoe cifications. 
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GAjTGEiTT AJ) OGITROI OF TRA1FIC 
General 	Ärranemeflts 
Job sites shall be located, work phase3 arranged and detour 
roads constructed in such manner that public traffic can as [ar 
as possihle he elirninated on road sections being constructed. 
Roads used by pubiic traffic shall always be kept in a condi-
tion satisfactory to traffic. aintenance of an old road sect-
ion used by public traffic shall not he nelected in connection 
with the construction of the road. As far as possihle construct-
jon traffic shall be conveyed to roads other than those used by 
publie traffic. 
On a road under construotion public traffic may e allowed 'at 
own risk", if it is considered that traffic will not caue 
danger to remaining works and that the arrangement of traffic 
is expedient from the point of view of public traffic. On such 
a road section ali dangerous spots and job sites s}nall he in-
dicated by traffie signs as separate job sites. 
•1 
Traffic 	and Road 	Signs 
Traffic shall be controlled by means of traffic signs a.Ld addi-
tional plates conforming to the Traffic Sign Decision of the 
Liinistry of Couinunications and Fublic 7orks and by means of 
road signs confirmed by the ]fational Board of' Public Roads and 
aterways. The structure, colour and quality of traffic sins 
shall be approved by the iational Board of Public Roads and 
.aterways. Ali traffic signs used on sites shall he either 
illuminated or refleetorized. 
As a rule traffic signs shall he placed outside the roeday on 
the right-hand side of the road. On dual carriagewa roads and, 
if necessary, on other roads, traffic signs shall he placed on 
both sides of the road. Traffic signs shall be placed at right 
angles to the road at a distance of 1...2 m from the edgeof 
the roadway or at a distance of O,5...1,O m from the edge of 
the shoulder. The lower edge of warning and prohibition signs 
or sign groups shall he 1,5...2,2 m ahove the road surface. 
Traffic signs shall he plaoed visibly in such manner that they 
•i 
•i 
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will not 
the road 
traff jo. 
franies. 
si:ins on 
cover oe another when 
and that they will not 
Traffic sins shall be 
IPhe sign posts shall be 
the site shall he kept 
vjewed from the direetion of 
form a visual obetaole to 
attached into good posts or 
in a vertical position. Ali 
tidy and in good condition 9 
Special attention shall he given to the fact that ali signs 
deemed necessary are used on the site. Superfluous signing not 
based on actuai conditions shall not he allowed and unnecessari 
traffic signs shall be removed forthwith \Uhen no work is bein 
oarried out, also in the evenings and during weekends, super-
fluous signs shall he temporarily removed or covered. Coveri: 
shall he effected by means o±' deviee planned for the purpose. 
Sign covers shail be such that they will not he displaced ty 
wind or ram. 
The foliowing trafl jo and road si.ns are the most eomon ones 
used on road construction sites.(IFig. 1, Apoendix 1): 
:raff ic signs 
Road Narrows (1 Ad) 
Road Works (1 Af) 
Langer (1 Ai) 
Traffic Signai Ahead (1 Ak) 
Two-Way Traff jo (1 As!i) 
dlippery Road (1 Ari) 
Loose Stones (.1 Ao) 
Closed to Ali Vehicles (II Aa) 
Ko Entry for Ali Vehioles (II Ah) 
Overtaking.Frohibited (II Ad) 
Speed Limit in kms (II A oa) 
End of peed Limit (II A pa) 
Priority Road Ahead (II As) 
Stop at Intersec±ion (II At) 
Priority to Be iven to Vehicles Coning fron 
the Opposite Direotion (II Au) 
Direction to lie Pollowed (II Ba) 
Divisional Isiand (II Bc 1 and II Dc 2) 
liriority ove'r Traffic Coming from the Oppo- 
site I)irection (III Am) 
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Road Signs 
Sign for hoad Construction ite 
Direetion ign of Site 
Deviation 
.Direotion Arrow 
ackground Sin 
Go Slow -Sign 
Only such additional piates ao are approved by the 1\ationa1 
Board of Fublic Roads and .Jaterways and ao conform to the 
Traffic Sign Decision may be fixed into traffic signs. Addition-
al sign piates with a legend should he bilingual depending on 
language oonditions in the comune concerned. The use of 
bilingual additional piates should however he avoided. 
\Jarning Signs 
The sign tT r a f f i c 	5 i g n a 1 	A h e a d 	(1 Ak) 
ohali be used always when traffic is controlled by means of 
temporary traffic signals. If instead of.signals traff io is 
controlled nianually, the sign 'tR o a d 	N a r r o w s 	(1 Ad) 
with an additional piate "Ready to Stop" ("Valmiina pys.htyniän'-
Var beredd att stanna") shall he used. 
The sign"S 1 i p p e r y 	R o ad "i(I •An) shall he used 
when the roadway is temporarily slippery owing to surfaeing 
works, dirtying or similar reason. A warning for a recently 
laid surfacing shall be indicated by means of this sign pro-
vided with an additional piate with legend "LTew -iurfacing" 
('Uusi p:11yste - "ify beläggning"). The sign may he re-
moved when the surfacing has worn into 	condition in which 
no slipperiness is observed. 
The sign "L o o s e 	S t o n e s 	(1 Ao) shall he used when 
owing to construction, earthmoving or maintenance operations 
stones detrimental to traffic are found on the road surface 
(particularly on oli gravel roads). 
•i 
The length of the road section covered hy the warning sign shall 
he indicated by an additlonal piate. The danger sign shall he 
repeated. af±er every intersec±ion of a public• road. When a 
danger sign (e.. Road 'orks -sign) has an explaining funotion 
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in connection with i.e. a speed 1iiit sign, it shall be repet 
with the speed lirnit sign at ari interval 0±' at least 2 km. 
Prohibition Signs 
The sign " 0 v e r t a k i n g 	P r o h i b i t e d 1?  (II Ad) 
may he used in the countryside only with the perniission of 
local police authorities. 
The permit for the use of 	3 p e e d 	L i m i 	? 
(II Aoa) shall be applied from the Country Board (in the 
countryside), from the Municipal Court (in boroughs) and fro. 
the Bench of iiagistrates (in towns). 
In cases when the speed limit concerned is lower than 50 krnh, 
the authority will suhmit its deoision for confirmation to th 
Ministry of Comunications and Public Works. In applying for 
a speed limit the value and the length of the limit shall he 
aarefully considered and no unjustified speed limits shall he 
used. A speed liinit of 50 kmh or lower (3 knih) justified by 
road construction operations can he used only at locations 
where work is carried out or at other dangerous or specially 
low-standard. locations. Long, continuous 50 krnh-speedlimit 
sections shall he avoided. Ending ofthe speed limit zone shall 
always he indicated separately by using the sign "E n d 	o f 
S p e e d 	1 i m i t 	(II Apa). On rninor short-time sites 
signs " G o 	S 1 o w " ("Aja hitaasti - "Kbr sakta") may 
he used instead of speed limit signs. 
Thesigns"Priority 	to 	Be 	Given 	to 
Vehicle s 	Coming 	from 	the 	Oppo- 
s i t e 	D i r e c t i o n " (IIAu) and " P r 1 o r i - 
ty over Traffic 	Coming from 
t h e 	0 p p o s 1 t e 	D 1 r e c t i o n " (III Am) 
shall always he used together in such manner that they aro pIa-
ced at the opposite ends of the section concerned. 
A prohibition sign shall he repeated after every public road 
intersection. 3peed limit and "Overtaking Prohibited" -sions 
shall he repeated at an interval of not less than 2 km, The 
length of the road section concerned shall always he indica1eI 
by an additional piate. 
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R±ht_af_ar 
A vehiclemoving on a road under oonstruction and open to pubic 
traffic shall stop and yield to vehieles moving on intersecti 
puhua roads, Excluding minor sites this shall be indicated h; 
using the sigri 	S t o p 	a t 	1 ii t e r s e c t i o ii 
(II At). 
At an intersection of a road under construction open to puhlic 
traffic and a niain or secondary road the sign 'P r i o r - 
i t y 	R o a d 	A h e a d 	(II Ao) or the sign "S t o p 
a t 	1 n t e r s e c t i o n 	(II At) shall he used on the 
road under construction depending on visihility. 
At an intersectdon af a road under construetion open to public 
traff ic and other puhua road than main or secondary road, the 
right-af-way Inay he arraned in an expedient manner by usin 
the above traffic signs. 
At an interseotion o± a rond under cnnstruction open to pubii.c 
traff jo and a private road, the traff jo sign II At may be used 
on the private road to indicate the ohligation to stop. 
ignin8 Road Construction Sites 
•i 
IPuhlio traffic on road sections under construction shall he coi1 
ducted so distinatly that there will he no risk of mistake. 
Shorter detours with no misleading intersections ehail he ii1di-
cated by means of deviation signs and direetion arrows. Lon 
detoure shall he signed with destination signs and signs of 
the road construction site supplementing actual deviation sin 
(i'ig. 11 and 12, Appendix 5). 
A road under construction open to public traffio at own risk • 
shall he signed by destination si'ns and signs of the road cnn-
struction site. 
In that case the hoad orks" sign (1 Af) placed on the road 
under construction close behind the intersection of' the puhun 
road shall he proiided iith an additional piate "Driving at 
Own Risk ("Ajo sallittu omalla vastuulla" - "Kbrning tillaten 
pA eet ansvar). 
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The size of the legend used for detours and roads under con-
struction shall be the same as will be used on the road after 
its comple±ion. 
Barrier 	Device 
Inorder to mark the area under construction and to separate 
the same from the area reserved for public traffic, guard fences 9 
road barriers, bollards, reflective wires and traffic cones 
shall he used. 
•The colour pattern of barrier deviees shall he such that yeilow 
and red parts alternate. The surface of barrier devices shail 
be reflectorized or provided with adequate refieetive device. 
Barrier device shall have a firm and clean structure (Big. 2, 
•Appendix i). 
It shall he possible to attach necessary flash lamps 9 traffic 
and road signe into barrier devices. 
The road may he completely closed by means of guard fences or 
rod barriers placed at right angies to the road. The fences 
and barriers ebail then be provided with lampe showing fixed 
red light. There shall he at least one lamp for eac clased 
traffic lane in one direction. 
The read may also he closed obiiguely by using quidi.ng barriers 
or bollards. Guiding devices shall be provided with necessary 
flashing beacons andwith "D i v i s 1 o n a 1 	1 s 1 a n d' 
signs. The obliqueness of guiding device in relation to the 
Sroa shall be at least 1:5. 
Fart of the roadway ehail. be cloried either at right angies b:y 
barriers or obliquely by barriers or bollLards. 
In the longitudinal direction the portion under construction 
shall be closed by ineans of barriers or bollards and .reflective 
wires. i)angerous trenches sha11 be protected frorn ech (iiTeCt-
ion by means 0±' guard fences or road barriers. 
Part of the roadway may be closed temporarily by day by usirlg 
traffjc cones (i.e. in conriection with surfacing and carniage-
way rnarking operatione). 
1969 
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Traffic 	Through 	Rarrow 	Spots 
Through a road seetion narrowed into a single-lane road traff ic 
shall be conducted so that the impediment to the safety and tt 
operation of traffic will be reduced to a minimum. 
On low-volume roads or during off-peak periods general yie1din. 
rules snd regulations may he considered sufficient on short 
narrowed road sectione provided, however, that the narrow spot 
is entirely visible in good time. In other aases traffic shall 
he conducted through by means of special traffic signs, traffic 
signals, manual control or by arranging a sufficient number af 
passing places. Regardless the method of traffic control the 
narrowed road seotion ehail always he indicated by danger 
signs "Road Narrows' (1 .Ad). 	 • 
The signs 'Priority to Be given to Vehicles Coming from the 
Opposite Birection" (II Au) and "Priority over Traffic Comin• 
from the Opposite Direetion" (III Am) shall he used only i.f 
they are considered to contribute considerably to the safety 
and operation of taffic. On low-volume roads where vehielee 
rarely meet at the narrow spot the use of signe is not necessry. 
1±' on the other hand traffic volumes are high and/or the singL-
lrine section is long, the superfluous use of these signe may 
form an obstacle to traffic corning from one direction. When 
signe are ued the ends of the narrow section shall he fully 
visihle and the road seotion shall he visible in good time to 
allow for any stoppini. 
Traffic signals ehali normally }iave tbrce-colour faces, but 
with a special permission also two-colour signals may he ustd 
except at intersections. The operator of traffic signals shall 
he able to check approaching vehicles behind hoth signal inst:J-
atione. If this is impos.sible, several persons shall be emp1oyi 
and thty shall keepcontact, i.e. with radio telephones. Stop-
ping places shall be arrangod so that drivers are ahle to ob-
serve them in good timo nd to stop their vehic1s before the 
end of the vehicle queue. 
Traffic may also he controlled manually. The person conductin 
traffic may stop traffic by using a sign, dia 200 mm, fixed in-
to a pole arrn "C 1 o s 	d 	t o 	A 1 1 	V e h i c 1 e s 
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II 
(II Aa) or by using a normal-size sign ' IT o 	E n t r y 	f o r 
A 1 1 	V e h 1 c 1 e s " (II Ab) fixed into a sign pole anc 
turned according to the chane of driving direction. In other 
respects arrangements shall he as set out for cases when traffic 
signals are used. 
If no arrangements have been made for traffic control, lor±ger 
narrowed road sections shall be provided with a sufficient num-
ber of passing places (as a rule only when the volume of traf -
fic is less than 1 500 vehicles per day). IPassing places shail 
he fully visible from one another and the distance shall not 
exceed 300 m. A sufficiently wide area (preferably more than 
6,5 m) shall be reserved at the passing place on a length of 
30...40 m. Passing places shall he indica±ed by means of' the 
sign "Fassing Flace' (III Ae). 
II 
Site 	Vehioles 
Acording to Clause 7 of Parc 10 of the ecision on the JTnforce-
ment of the Motor Vehicle Statute a rotating or flashing yellow 
beacon mentioned in Clause 4 of Para 10 of the Decision shall 
he attached into a vehicle equipped with a device inoreasing 
the width of the vehicle. or wider than the vehiole, or into a 
vehicle equipped for road keeping operations or to be used in 
work on the road. The beacon shall he used in cases when the 
movement, turning, stopping, entering to or departure from the 
road in poor visibility contrary to general traffic rules and 
regulations, or thewdth or the length of the vehiole may 
endanger other traffic. The same regulations concerning the 
use of beacons shall also he applied for tractors, power-driven 
working machines and power-driven equipment. 
The supervisory staff of the site shall control the operation 
of vehicles used on site to prevent any undue detriment or 
danger to other traffic. pecia1 notice shall be given to the 
oheyance of speed limits and to traffic on roads with loose 
ciippings on the surface. Vehioles, working machines and equip-
ment shall not unnecessarily be parked or kept on the roadway 
used by public traffic. During suspensione vehicles, maehines 
and equipment ehali, if possible, he taken outside the road 
area so that there will he least possible impedirnent to traffic. 
1969 
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L a b o u r 
If possihle, ali labour of the site moving frequentiy on the 
porton of the road used by public traff jo shall wear distinct, 
refleotorized garments, waistcoats, belts or oaps. Sinee the 
use of proteotive garments oannot be made obiigatory, the super-
visory staff shall keep informing labour in the matter and en-
oourage the use of such garments on a voluntary basis. 
VARIOUS SITE CAPES 	
•i 
Dual-Carriegcway Roads 
Road construction sites shall be signed as set forth on Fi. 
3, 4 and. 5 in Appendix No. 2 and. 3. If the entire roadway has 
to he closed, traffic shall be conduoted aoross the oentral r-
serve at special crossings. Special attention shall be attachd 
to the safety and operation of' traffic on motorways. 
Sin.gle-Carriageway Roads 
Road oonstruction sites ehali he signed as set forth on Fig. 
6, 7 and 8 in Appendix No. 3, 4 and 5. When the roadway is clo-
sed artially, the width of the portion reservod to traffic 
shall be arranged so tha± it elearly indicates whether the ro 
is open for one-way traff jo (width normally less than 4.5 m) 
or for two-way traff jo (width genera11y more than 6,0 m). The 
width of roäd reserved for public traffic shall he not less 
than 2,5 m. •i 
2 o n s t ru c t i o n 	c r k 	0 u t s i d e 	R o a d - 
w a y 
work impeding traffic is carried out outs ide the roaaway 
area the arrangements required by the site shall he as set 
for±h on Fig. 9 in Appendix Eo. 5. 
•i 
\Vork 	on 	Intersecting 	Road 
Shoi1d work he carried out on aninterseotin 
the intersection (normaily öloser than 70 m) 
;ill impede turning traffic, vehicles on the 
road shall be warned as set forth on Fig. 10 
1969 
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IS 
e a s u r e rn e n t s, 	C a b 1 e, 	E 1 e c t r ± c 1 t y 
and 	Other 	orks 
TThen work other Ihan that reiated to roadkeepin., such as ex-
oavating for sewers, laying of electricity cables etc. shall 
be carried out within or close to the road area, a permit shali 
he obtained from the District Office of' the National Eoard ot 
Puljlic roads and /aterways. In applying for such a permit the 
pian for the arrangement of traffic shall he submitted. ihe 
planning such arrangements the specifioations given herein for 
actual road works may he applied. 
If the impediment caused by this work is of ininor importanee 
or of short duration the traffic sign 'Road Works" (1 Af) 
with an additionai piate indicatin the iength of road sectiori 
concerned may be used. 
If the roadway shall be closed temporarily, e.g. because of 
piacing measuring tape, a oabie eta across the road, traffic 
may be stopped by using a srnall (j 200 mm) traffic sign N o 
Entry 	for 	A1.1 	Ve h i c 1 e s " (II Aa) fixed 
into a pöle arm. The visibility at the spot shail he abso1ute1 
suffioient. 
i• 
IS 
Surfac ing 	iorks 
In addition to the above specifications for mark.ing road con--
struction sites, the foliowing shall be taken into account 
when surfacing sites are naarked and public traff ja managed. 
If work is carried out on, a road seation from which the old 
surfacing shall he removed, the removal team shall proceed 
ahead 0±' the surfacing team in such manner that the length 0±' 
road section inconvenient to traffic is notmore than 3 km on 
heavily trafficked roads (over 3 000 veh./day) and in general 
not more than 5 km and that the unbound base is not kept without 
a surfacing for more than two weeks. 1±' the foundation has been 
prepared in winter, the road shall he kept in condition satis-
faotory to traff ic until surfacing works are started. 
When spots damaged by frost are repaired, surfacing operations 
should be carried out within one month from the repair works. 
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traffjc lane the old surfacind o which bao heen treated witb 
priming agent hefore actual surfacing shall always be closed 
o public traffio until the priming agent has been covered witb 
regulating mixture or with a new surfacing. The maximum permise-
ihle lenth of pnined bao aheod of the road paving machine is 
300 m. 
Permiis der the use of speed limits shafl he applied for in 
goodtime before the start of surfaoing operations froni author-
ities concerned. In course of the work speed luut signs ohali 
he moved in such manner that there aro no undue speed limit 
eigns on any road section. A speed limit of 50 kmh shall be usoo 
at the spreading spot and at other major projeot sites. A speed 
luut of 70 krnh may he used elsewhere if expedient from the 
point of view of work carried out on the section or of the con_ 
di -tion of the road. The speed shall he restricted gradually 
on a length od 200 m from 90 kmh to 70 kmh and further down 
fl :'h Eh 90 krh speed limit may he omitted on slow and 
narrow roads. 
When the road is entirely closed te public traffic for the 
timo of ourfaoing operations, both the road to he surfaced and 
detouro and by-pass roads shall be provided witb adequate traf-
ilo s:dns Detouro or by-pass roads shall be effectively signce. 
The sliDperiness of the surfacing shall be 
of the sign "Siippery Road" (1 An) provided 
al p]a -;e "New Surfacing" ("Uusi pällyste" 
Signe may he removed. when the surfacing has 
condition wilero no slipperiness appears. 
indicated by means 
with the addition-
- "Ny beläggning"). 
worn out into a •I 
dhen in connection with oil or cut-back bitumen gravel works 
±hercare so much stones on the road that it may prove dariger- • 
oue to tra±'dic, the sign "Loose Stones" (1 Ao) shall he used. 
Deiattn drom che general instruetion given in Item 1730 of the 
Src.cilieations, on heavily trafficked roads, where pavement 
md'king operations are common, rnarkings shall be painted, nftr 
the relayin. of the wearing course, within 1/2...1 week frore 
the cotpr.etion of the surfacing. During the time pavement ark--
ings. aro icking the Employer shall plce at the ends of the 
surfeced soction traffic signs "Danger" (1 Ai) provided with 
73 
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the additional piate 'No Pavement darkings' (" Ajoratamerkinnät 
puuttuvat' - "Körbanemarkering fattas"). During suspensions at 
weekends or discontinuations of work longer than 20 hours. the 
conditions on the site sha]J be made if possible such that super-
fluous traff jo signs and barriers required in surfacing operatione 
can be renioved so that traffjc is nöt unduly restricted. In that 
case both spread lanes ehali end at the same spot. i'achines shall 
he removed from the road area for wekend and other long sus-
pens ions. 
The Contractor shall be responsible for traffic signs, safety 
fenoes, traffic arrangements and traff jo safety on the spots 
of the road seotion delivered to hirn for surfacing or olosely 
connected with the performance of work. Consequently, the Con-
tractor shall take oare of traffic control on one-lane road 
seotions, of the relocation of traffic signs in oourse of the 
work, of placing and transferring traff' jo signs and barriers 
required by the olosure of the lane and of the removal of un- 
duly restricting sins and barricrs for the time of suspension. 
Jiovin 	;orks 
1S 
i• 
These works are mosi frequently maintenanee operetione dcl they 
are generally carriedoutnneompleted roads where public traffic 
ras got used to it. Therefore, the drivers of site vehioles 
ad labour shall he most careful in their work. This work should 
be carried out when the volume of traffic is low. Traffic signe 
nceded shall he placed as specified on the Traffic Sign Decis-
ion. LIotor vehioles used ehail be provided vrith yellow flashing 
beacons. 
If maintenance operations are similar to permanent job sites as 
to extent and duration, markings shall he made as set forth 
above. Oases like this are, among others, grading that will 
considerably change the inolination of the raad and the rconst-
ruction of.a clay gravel surface. 
Labour carrying out carriageway rnarking operations on th r'oad 
shall wear visible protective garments. The sign "Divisional 
.island" (II }3 c 1) shall be placed in the rear and in front of 
the rnarking maehine indicating the side from which the machi.n: 
tay be passcd. If the marking machine is followed by a truck 
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piacing traffic cones on the road for the period of making, th 
sign "Divisional Island' shall he placed in the rear of the truci. 
Such a sign shali also be used in the rear of the truck coilec-
ing traffic oonesafter marking operatione. The.sign "Divisionni 
Island' shall also he piacedin front of the foremost traffic 
cone. If traffic during narking is heavy, a vehicle provided iih 
the "Divisional Island" -sign and a flashing beaconshali dri.. 
in front of the marking machine. When the edge line is being 
painted the "Divisional Island"-sign shail he placed behind ti. 
machine. The spot at whieh transverse markings are painted sLtS 
he closed and protected by applying the arrangements speeific 
for a permanönt job site 	arking of the carriageway shali he 
indicated to road users hy using the Road \Vorks" -sign (1 Af 
with the additional piate "Painting of Carriageway Markins' 
("Ajoratamerkintöjen maalaus" - "Mlning av körhanemarkeringar'). 
Vehicies used in measurements of evenness, friction, bearng. 
capacity or sight distcnce etc shall he equipped wi.th the sin 
"Measurement". Should a vehicle of this kind travel in the 
rniddle of the road it shall have a fiashing beacon and a 
"Divisional Islanci' -sin sh11 bc placed in front and in t 
rear of the beacon. 
On motorways, rnaintenance operations shall not he carried out 
during peak hours. Ali vehicles used shall have a flashing 
beacon in operation both by day and night. The flashing bLacor 
on a tractor and other slowly moving vehioles and in a lorry 
towing a machine shall he in operation also when the vehic1 
is moving on the motorway to the site. 
In normal road maintenance, vehicles may move on the roadway 
of the motorway only in the direction allowed for other trafiic. 
The speed used i,.n driving forward shall he as uniform as poss-
ible. hen the work proceeds in stagos, as in removal of snow, 
or similar, a vehicic with a "Road Works" -sign (1 Af) pro-
vided with the aeditionai piate "400 m" shall be used behind 
the working team. TMs vehicle shall he on the side of the ro.id 
on which work is heing done and drive as near the edge as poss-
ibie. 
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Bias t ing 
In connection with blasting opeiations the 'Road Works -sign 
(1 Af) shall be provided with the additional piate "Blasting 
- Turn off the Radio" ("Räjäytystyö, sulje radiolähetin" - 
Sprängning, stäng av radiosändare") as specified on the Speci-
fications for Blasting (Technical Safety Regulations TTo. 18 
confirmed by the ]\Iinistry of Social Affairs). 
Owing to blasting operations traffic entering the danger zone 
shall be stopped as set out in the decision O± th State Coun- 
cii concerning the reguiations to be foiiowed in biasting 
(302/1965). Traffic shali be stopped using a red fiag fixed in 
a pole arm by day and a red iamp in the dark or in poor visi- 
. 
	
	bility. The visibility at the piace vehicies are stopped shali 
be good. 
Inters cc tion Arrangement s 	and 
Changing a Pubije Road 	into 
a Private Road 
If an existing interseetion is rLrnoved or iinking ari existing 
road with the road under construction is not aiiowed, the 
spot from which the road is cut off shail be marked with a 
finn road barrier paintd with coiours of such barriers. In-
stead of a barrier, red and yeiiow guide posts, about 1 m in 
height, may be used, if the pedestrian route is to be preserved. 
When owing to the intersection or other arrangemente the route 
of an existing road is changed, the direetion at the changed 
epot shali be indieated, if necessary, by means of background 
. 	sigris. 
'hen an existing pubiic road is changed into a private road 
in conjunction with improvenient or construction work, the new 
private road shail be provided with the "Stop at Intersection 
-sign (II At) piaced at the intersection of the pubiic and 
the private road. 
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SITT IiG-OUT AIJI) Ti•EASUEEJ TTF3 
(; 	ne ral 
Skilled labour and adequate equipment shall be used in measur-
ing work. Instruments shall be inspected prior to the start of 
measuring work and regularly during the same. 
Data needed for detailed setting-out have been iven either on 
the Measuring Piar. or additionai computations shail b made 
. 
	
	by the performcr of measuring work using the basic values given 
on the Pian. 
The foliowing terms are used of measuring work in these peci-
fications. 
Setting-out .inciudes both the measuring work and pioing of the 
mark (a peg or a board etc.) at the measured spot. 
The term staking is used to mean markin: of the base line on 
the ground. 
]'Tleasuring is used t,o .determine or re-establish the iocation of 
a mark on the ground. 
Traverse 	S tations 	and 	Eench 
a r k s 
The Contractor shali take care that the locatio and the level 
of travcrse stations and bench marksaro not. changed during 
constructibn work. The points shali be surrounded br throe 
cleariy visibio yeiiow timber pegs or a piank frarne in sueh 
manner that they will notbe damagd by accident during any 
. 	stac of the work. The Contractor shali he responsible for the 
xamination of ali traverse stations and bench rnarks in the 
vorking area at the beginning of measuring work, aftcr winter 
and if neoessary even at other times to make sure that the ioca-
tion and the level have not ehanged because of frost aation or 
sonae otherrcason. 
The accuracy of new traverse stations and benob marks established 
during the work shall he the same asthat of the original 
ones. The requirements for the traverse station llleasurements of 
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Class II set out in the easuring Act (No. 91/1960) shall b 
applied as the accuracy requirements and tolerances to be foil-
owed. The iocation of traverse lines shall he determined by 
taking account of the use of the lines and of topographicai 
conditions. The meastents shall he made in the.sanie syätern cf 
coordinates as trnversc iines set out on the lian. The varion3 
stages of the work are piarning, estabiisting points and e1:rr-
ing the lines, angular measurement, leveling of points, linea: 
measurement and computations. hen appiicabie, instruetions af 
the estabiishment of traverse lines given by the Computation S 
and Surveying Bureau of the Fational Board of I'ubiic Roads n:d 
Waterways (19.4.1962 and 6.3.1967) shali be foiiowed. Further-
more, the letter No. T-2110/22.4.1968 of the Board giving in-
struetions of the identifioation marks of the traverse station 
estabiihed by the Board siinli he foliowed. 
M e a s u r e m e n t s 
The purpose of measurements on site is to measure and set out 
on the ground the road or a structural part thereof in such man-
ner that each stag; Of work can he carric:d aut with sufficient 
aCCuraCy. 
Staking of the road te be constructed shali he in the manner 
required hy each stage o± the work and by iocai conditions. la 
tbis way re-estabiishment work and the use of extra timber cnn 
enera11y be avoided. The ehoise of the method of measuremenT 
is aiso affected by the classification o±' the road and the nec. 
racy of constructi0n work. The appropriate spacing in the 1on-
itudinal direction is guneraiiy 20 m, but deviations in boti' 
directions may be made depending on the stage of work and on • 
prevaiiing conditions. If there is a measuring pian,. it shali 
he foiiowed. If one sighting board is dispiaced it can genrei-
ly he re-orected. with reference to adjacent ones, but if tvjo 
adjacent boards have been dispiaced, they shail aiways he r-
estabiished by neasuring. The road shail be staked on the grouni 
in such a way that the egs wili not unduly impede construction 
work and that for exempie, compacting wili not be hambered h-
cnuse of sighting boards located too close te the rond. 
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The meaning of ali pegs ercted in the ground shall be distinct-
ly indicated, 
Base Line 
1] 
The base line means the lin in the horizontal piane staked on 
the groundon the basis of' the measuring pian and in relation to 
which the structural dimensions of the road are given. The base 
line shall be staked on the ground either from the traverse or 
from tangent imee. ?:hen tangent lines are used they shali 
right at the beginning of the work he tied in such a way that 
they can always he accurately re-eatablished. Similarly when 
tangent imee are used, staking shall he ticd, at an interval 
of at least 100 m, to reference hubs piaced outside the road 
so that staking should not be altered in conneotion with any 
remeasuring of the base line. The base line ehali be staked 
on the ground at a spacing of 20 m unless a shorter spaoing 
is required by conditions, i.e. in short-radius curves as at 
ramps. The line shail he staked on the ground with 2" x 2" 
timber pegs showing about 60 cm above the ground surface. The 
chainage shallbemarkd on the peg on the side towards the 
preceding chainage. The pegs in the base line ehail, if necessary, 
be tied to two reference hubs plced on the same side of the 
road marked with the chainage and the distance from the centre 
line. It shall always be possible to eheck and re-rtstablish 
the brtse line on the basis of the reference hubs if required 
by other measurements. Tying torda'ence hubs shall always 
he carried out most carefully. The iocation o±' the principal 
longitudinal profile and the base line in the Typicai Cross 
Section shall always be checked in each individual case since 
their location may vary. 
Staking Base Line .from Tr.nverse 
There are four methods that may he used as required by conditi-
ons: 
- staking at right angies from the traverse 
- staking at right angies froin auxiliary line 
- stationing on basis of point of intersection 
- radial staking 
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takin 	at 	right 	ailes 	from 	tr- 
v e r • e. This method shall be used when the base line of 
the road is staked for the first time on the groundat the be-
ginning of the work. Traverse lines are strtked in accordance 
with staking dimensions Li and L2. Distanees S at right angls 
to the side are then measured from these points. If S has a ne-
gative value, the base line is te the left of the traverse line 
and when the distance value has no sign, the base line is to tb 
right of the traverse line. Staking the traverse line shall b. 
carried out accuratcly by using theodolites. Pegs may be made • 
of timber 3/4" x.2", length about 1 111. The number of the trrtv-
erse station (Mp), the distance from the station along the 1 
(L), ehainage of the road and the distanee te the same (S) shall 
be marked on each peg, ali this for the reason that later on, 
when any reference hub of the road line disappoars it will not 
necessary to re-establish the peg from the traverse station. 
Loeating the peg accurately may b difficult and thereforc, 
a power drill my be useful. At the initial stage, the fielcl 
notebook shall be used to ascertain the correct station. 'h 
method is described in Appendix No,. 1. 
Staking at 	right 	angle s 	from 
a u x i 1 i a r y 	1 i n e. This method is often the most 
practical, quickest and accurate enough. It is used particu1r1; 
in measurement at the final stago and it is almost the only 
method that can be used at the bottomof cuttings. Stationin 
shall be planned so that the end points of the line can b€. 
easily measured as for terrain conditions. Th end point of t1. 
line is rnectsured as in stationing at right angles and the 
dimensions are obtained from the stationing map or from thc 
results of staking calculations. \hen the end points have b. n 
mensu'ed the line 	toberuistndes ....ridicätdd ... byL1n.d L2 
(line staking dimensions) are measured along the line and a 
distanee S is measured at right anglesfrom this point. If 
is negative, the base line is te the left of theline and if 
S has no sign, the base line is to the right of the line. Än 
example of this rnethod has been given on Appendix Ero. 2. 
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IS 
IS 
Stationing 	on 	Lasis 	of 	Foint 
o f 	1 n t e r s e c t i o n. This method is used when meas- 
uring by tape is difficult because of terrain, traffic or some 
other reason. A drawback in this method is the free visibility 
required from traverse stations to the base line. According to 
Appendix No. 3 theodolites are placed at stations (No. 1012 
and 1013). The direction is taken from the plumb line of one 
theodolite to obtain the zero station. Theodolites are turned 
clockwise in an angle given for each stake (angle 1 or 2). The 
stake is taken to the point of intersection of the angies meas-
ured. by theodolites. This point is the one öf the base line. 
Should the distance or heavy traffic disturb instructions te be 
given tomeasurixig.staff, radiotelephonescan be used. 
R a d 1 a 1 	S t a t 1 o n i n g. The angies are measured 
as in the inethod based on the point of intersection. The method 
deviates from the above mentioned one only in the respect that 
only one theodolite is needed in measuring the angle at the 
traverse station. The length of radius given in column Ri, R2 
of setting-out dimensions is measured from the vertex of the 
angle along the line and the base line will be reached in this 
manner. An example of tMs method has been given in Appendix iJc. . 
Stationing Base Line frorn Tangent Line 
Stationing from the tangent line shalibe carried out by using 
the values of setting-out calculations or the curve manual. 
An example has been given on Appendix No. 4. 
Setting-Out of Road Area for Acguisition and Preliminary Works 
The area to be acquired shall be staked on the ground with 
timber stakes driven hard into the ground with the tops paint-
ed yellow. Markings may also be painted on rock and boulders. 
The appropriate spacing in populated areas and in rolling terr-
ain is 20 m while in flat ground and in unpopulated areas a 
spacing of 40 iii is generally sufficient. When required by con-
ditions the spacing rnay have to be reduced, e.g. in densely 
built-up areas or if a building, tree or other feature is ±0 
be preserved. 
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Frcliininary works euch as fe11in of treus, clearing, rernoval 
of vegetation and stripping o± topsoii shail not be carried out 
on the basis ofstakes piaced for the acquisition of the area. 
For each work phase, the area provided by Pian Drawings shail. 
he staked on the ground. The areas shafl he staked with 2" x 1 
timber stakes lcft about 1 m ahove the ground levoi on whicb 
notice such as "cloaring", "stripping of topsoii" etc shali b. 
rnarkcd by using appropriate n.bbreviations. At this stage any 
tres left in the road area, speciai stones or othor objccts t 
be preserved shail be speciaiiy noted. The appropriate spacir 
is normally 20...40 rn dpcnding on prevaiiing conditions. 
Settin-Out for Excevation, Embankrncnts and Foundations 
For the construc±ion of road formation the road shafl b s t 
out on the ground in such a way in regard to availahle machin-
ery and to the choi.se of working method that the work may b 
carried out with. sufficiont accaracy, The choise of the sta-
king method is affected by the experience of suporvisory staff 
and machine oprators, workin aet1ods of aachins, terrain and 
by other such facts. 
•i 
•i 
The sighting boards shall always indicate at iast the level of 
the principai longitudinal prof ii, in which caso the markin, 
tsv shail be used. When the sighting board ±8 above the princi 
longitudinal profilo, the nirking tsv + n x 0,5 rn ehail be USOd. 
If the sighting board is 'oeiow the principai longitudinal profii 
the marking shali he tsv - n x 0,5 m. In sighting boards 
estahiished on the basis of ieveis of the surface of the sub:raL. 
inarkings ARF 	n x 0,5 rn shail he used. 
In earth cuttings with no rock the intursection ef the grounct 
surface and the opposite siope shali he marked with boards p1 --
ced to the gradient of th siope and sighting boards are .stab1-
ished.At this.stage srnafl stahies may also tu usod for marking 
rounding-off of the siope. 
ParticuiarIy md eep earth cuttings with rock the marks for 
oxcavation should he piaced only when the rock surface has he eri 
uncovered to sorne extent. The• rock surface may doviate from 
that shown 	surveys and the depth oft}ie cutting will 
change. 
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The appropriate spacing is 20 m. Shallow euttings nlay be marked 
by means of sighting boards placed at right angies to the base 
line outside the road area (Appendix No. 5). The neareet 
sighting board shall he placed at a distance of' n x 1 m from 
the base line and the distance shall he marked down in the 
sighting board. The outer sighting board shali he placed at 
distance of 5...20 m from the innc-r one depending on terrain 
conditions. The horizontals indicating the height shall be 
fixed to the gradient of the wider excavation side at a proper 
. 	height of n x 0,5 m from the level of the subgrade or the prin- 
cipal longitudinal profile. At this stage it shall he specially 
noted that the horizontals are parallel to the excavation sur- 
face and not te final surface of the road since these sur-
faccs are not normally at the sarne gradient. Changes of grand-
ient of tIe excavation surface shall he marked with stakes 
in course of' excavation work. Side ditches at the bottom of 
the cut shall be rnarked by means of sighting boards placed in 
the ditch line. 
Ii' sighting boards placed .at the bottom of the cut do not im- 
pede excavation work the method show,n on Appendix No. 6 may 
he eniployed. The intersection of the elope nd the ground ehali 
he marked as described above. ighting boards shall he placed 
.t the ehanges of gradient of the exeavation surface at a height 
of 1 m from the surface in such a way that each point may he 
sighted by means of a traveller. 
In rock excavation seQUoas the spacing of sighting boards eMIl 
he reduced in order to ohtain sufficient accuracy and certainty 
nd to facilitate the work o±' drill operators. Sighting boards 
• 	
parallel ±0 the surface of excrvationshaii he placed iii the 
cutting in, transverse direction. The height of the boards shail 
be equal to the depth of excavation added withn x 0,5 m. 
Cuttings differing from the normal construction of the road 
such as difficuit tranition wedges and buttinge made for land-
scaping purposes shall he marked out as rcquired by circumstan-
ces in accordance with the construction pian. 
:taking required by emMnkinent construction shall he carried out 
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in such 	'v tLtt th 	nnkoient can b constructd to corr 0. 
level and shape without undue obstrction to construction an 
compaction. 
iig1itin boards shall he piaced i.e. as set out on Appendix o. 
7 in such a way that one permanent-size traveller may be used 
in the construction of formation when the road is sloping to 
one side. In roads wi±h a cainber twa horizontals sl'iall be ued 
in the traveiler of whioh one is to he used at the camber and 
one at the edge of the roadway, or both siLtir, hoards shail 
beplaoed on the both sides of the road. 
Another rnethod has been shown in Appendix 	8. The markin 
method shöwn in the hi:ure. can be used, for example, in the 
construction of the embankment by end-tipping method. In that 
case sighting boards shall e placed in front of and behind 
the fiil front in the longitudinal direction of the road. The 
method can also he used in other embankment construction work:. 
•i 
In placin: of sighting boards for foundation works the methoJ. 
specified in connection with exoavation and embankrnent con-
struction shall be applied.Since the original soil in found-
ation works is often displaeed even outside the road and emban-
ments often settle, setting-out may frequently have te he re-
newed, rinLtin hoars sboul:1, if necesoary 9 he plaoed on firo 
ground. 
Setting-Out for iDrainage and Sewerage :ork 	
•i Prior to the start of ecavation for drainage and sewerage tho 
ditoh and the pipelines shall he set out by using the spacing 
specified on the JDrawings. On account of any disappearance of 
pegs during the work the vertices of the base line or other 
pegs needed for r-establishing shall he provided with refer- 
ence hubs placed outside the working area. The points of trench-
es where the gradient or the direction is altered shall be 
niarked with sighting boards placbd at right angies to the frenoh 
for determining the excavation depth specified on the.Plans. 
Sighting boards shall always be used in sewer and underdrain 
ditches. The height of boards ehail he chosen on the basis of 
the depth af excavation of the sewer, underdrain or diteb s' 
r L 
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that the length of the traveiier is o±' even 50 cin-iengths. In 
order to faciiitate instaliation of pipes, sighting boards shail 
he used at a spacing of 15...30 m. A cord piaced between suffi-
cienti firni ighting boards in the iiddie o± the pipeline can 
aiso he used during instaiiation, The iocation 0±' cuiverts shali 
also he set out and provided with necessary sighting boards and 
in speoial cases with excavation modeis, when a trench specified 
on the Pian is excavated. 
The pians shail he set out on the ground by appiying the requi-
rernents for accuracy specified hereinafter. 
Setting-Out for Construction of Road Pavement 
For the construction o±' road pavement the final sur±'ace of 
• 	the road shali be set out on the ground. Sighting boards shail 
he piaced so that they do not impede eompacting and shaping 
of the surfaoe. Sighting boards shail he piaced outside the 
road pavement and the liorizontais according to the road surfaoe 
at a height'of 1,0 u above the surface (Appendix Yo. 9).  1±' 
the ccmbined thieknes of iayers exceeds 0,7 m the height o± 
hoards from the road surface shail he 0,50 m since sighting 
rnay otherwise he difficuit when iower iayers are constructed. 
Traveiiers of different iength shali he used for the construct-
ion of each individual iayer. 
The base iine shail be inspected before piacing of sighting 
boards. Iviarkings shali be made with utmost care since the finai 
road surface wili he shaped as indicated by these sighting boards. 
Setting-Out for %iopos 
Siopes shail he marked on the ground in such a way that they 
can he constructed with such an accuracy that no unsightiy irr-
eguiarites wiii be v±sibie. At iow siopes the sighting board 
may be piaced on the levei of the siope. This method, however, 
is not suitabie on high siopes since piacing of boards reQuires 
a lot of work and they are easiiy dispiaced. In construction 0±' 
embankrnent siöpes marking of •the top and the toe of the siope 
is generaily sufficient. 
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Some rnethods for the setting-out of siopes have been shozn on 
Apendix No. 10. When the siope is being trirnrned for landscapin 
sighting boards may he placed in a grid 0±' 10...20 m. The 1ielrht 
are generally ohtained from a grading pian and its countour 
imee. This method may aiso he used in other siopes. 
Setting-Ou± for Crossings, uardrails and Carriageway LarIin, 
Crossino. ohali he set out on the ground according to Drawings 
by meane 0±' staking computations for the road channels in which 
case the necessary heigbts are obtained directly from the drav.-
mcc of the crossing or froin the lonitudinal sections of th 
channels. 	.- 	 - • • 
Another method is to calculate the location and level of ali 
pointe by using the referenoe points within the area of the 
crossing, The accuracy and the spacing of setting-out depcn: 
on the stage of work. Final channeis, islands and the levcl of 
the eroosing shail be set out with special care. 
Guadrails shail he sct out very accurately since errors madE 
are easily seen. A separate grade line shall be planned for til 
raiis requiring a particulariy good finish such as bridge railV 
and steel rails. The channel leveis of the road cannot always 
he used as such for reference purposes since unsightly bends 
may exist because of caniber. In order to determine the height 
of raile the ehannel leveis ehail he drawr on squared paper to 
a scaieof 1:1000/1:10 andthe line obtained is adjuted with 
a curve. The level of the rail at each post may he read from 
this drawing. 
Carriageway markings shali he set out with' specialeare sinc 
they will •give the driver the impression of the final shape of 
the road. Marking shall he painted on the surfaee. 
Settinz-0ut for Eridges 
Bridges shafl he set out on the ground by means of dimensios 
givcn oi the Drawins The lase line dnd other auxiliary lir 3 
used in etting-out for bridges shall be tied in such a way 
that they can bo accurately re-establiehed during ali stages 
of' the work. The level of the bridge shall never he determind 
on th; basis of one bonch mark: at lcast twa bcnch rnarks of 
•i 
•i 
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the road pian shall be used, with the exception of bridges plareJ 
separately and for which only one bench mark is available. One 
method of setting out bridges has been given in Appendix No.11. 
In setting-out for intersection bridges the measurements shall 
he checked on the basis of the measuring plans of both roads. 
Accuracy 	of 	Setting-Out 
The accuracy refcrred to in the heading means the setting-out 
in accordance with Working Drawings of the various parts of the 
work within a certain range of accuracy both in the horizontal 
(x-y) and in the vertical direotion (h). 
• 	The accuracy requirements for site measurements for the con- 
struc±ion of road pavement are as foliows: 
The permissihle deviation in the base line measured twice from 
the traverse is ± 3 cm. The permissibie deviation betwecn two 
adjacent pegs in the line is ± 5 cm. The lateral error in the 
base line when conseoutive pegs are compared shall not exceed 
± 3 cm, the distanee of sighting boards from the base line ± 1 cm 
and the distance of two consecutive sighting boards in the lon- 
+ gitudinal direction of the road - 10 cm taking into account the 
effect of curvature. The permissible error in ali leveis is 
+ - 1 cm. 
In excavation and embankrnent construction the above error for 
sighting boards may be douhle. 
The accuracy of the basio setting-out of bridges is given iii 
the Specificatione for Eridge Construction. 
IS 
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•Z.4 
GETT1IG-OUT AT RIGHT A(LS 	TRAV13E 
Chainage NO Traverse 11 
12 
16680.00M 1012 53.39 
0.0CM 1013 209.64 
15700.0CM 1012 73.34 
0.0CM 1013 188.69 
16720.0CM 1012 93.31 
aooM 1013 169.72 
s 	adiva 	1 adius 	a 
Angie 	1 
An1e 2 v 
- 41.87 	67.85 357.660 684792.50 
212.80 12.609 525296.71 
-40.37 	93.71 367.962 684779.47 
192.96 13.419 52531097 
- 39.29 	101.23 374.636 684764.73 
173.23 14.560 525325.50 
ii 
•I 
166 
	 0 
t 
1 • g, 	. 168 	 169 
Mp 1012 
- 	1 	 -0- 
0 
LI * 93.31 	 L2 168. 72 Mp 1013 
-0--- 
•i 
Peg wjthniarkin 	Mp 1012. 93.31 and 
pL.l67i'2O. - 39.28 thi8_4p&. ____ ____ 
on the side 0! MjO13 
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rr' 	-m PTr'': i1L. 
«.)' •XLIATY LINE 
LI 
:ajra. 	NO rvtre L 1 
- r aux.1±neL2 
16&40.0C'P 1644 199.51 
0.00p 1672 79.59 
16660 DOP 1644 219.46 
0.00P 1672 59.63 
16680.00P ¶61.4 239.38 
0. 00 P 1672 39.72 
16700.00 P 1144 259.26 
0.00P 1672 1L84 
¶6720.00p 161,4 279.10 
1672 0.00 
S adi'.s 1 Ag]e 1 
Raciiva2 Ariie 2 
7.98 199.6? 2.545 
79.98 393.637 
6.58 219.56 1.909 
60.00 393.000 
4.79 239.43 1.273 
60.00 392.33 
2.59 259.23 0.636 
20.00 391.728 
0.00 279.10 400.000 
0.00 13,904 
x 
Y 
684821.41 
525269.06 
684806.82 
525232.74 
684792.50 
52529671 
$84778 .47 
525310.97 
684764.73 
52532 5.30 
IS 
IS Mp 1012 
672 ff- 3.31 
Hp 101 • 
APPENDIX N:O 
SETTING -LUT OU bAIS 02 2011TT 02 
INTURSEOTION AND RADIAL SETTJNG-01JT 
tmraverse L 1 s Ra1uu 	1 Ati1e 	1 
L2 Radius 	2 Atg1e 	2 
i4C.JU 	; 1012 13.61 - 46.07 48.04 318. 293 
0.0C N 1013 248.41 252.65 11.673 
166S0.00 M 1012 33.48 - 63.77 55.11 341.570 
0.00 M 1013 228.54 232,70 12.047 
166'O.00 t' 1012 53.39 - 41.87 67.85 357.660 
0.00M 1013 208.64 212.80 12.609 
16700.00 M 1012 73.34 - 40.37 83.71 367.962 
0.00 M 1013 188.69 192.96 13.419 
16720.00 M 1012 93.31 - 39.28 101.23 374.639 
0.00M 1013 168.72 173.23 14.560 
16740.00 M 1012 113.29 - 38.58 119.60 379.107 
0.00 M 1013 148.73 153.65 16.156 
x 
y 
694821.41 
525269.06 
684806.82 
525282.74 
684792 .50 
525296.71 
684778 . 47 
525310 .97 
684764 .73 
525325.50 
604751 . 28 
525 340.30 
•i 
•i 
167 
16$ 
•i 
367.262 q 
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BORFLO\i FITS AID TIIS 
Eorrow pits and tips should he r6served on the basis 0±' proced- 
ures specified in the Road .Act in corjnection with the meetin 
of accjuisition. 	1±' this has not been done written agreement on 
the use of borrovz pits and tips shall he made with landowners 
prior to the use of such areas. In addition to economic quest- 
ions such agreements shall clarify the obiigation to reinstate 
and finish borrow pits and tips and the obiigation to construct 
and maintain any safety fences. 
Landscaping and nature preservation factors shall be borne in 
mmd when borrow pits and tips arese1ted for use. Should the 
use of a known material deposi.t have an injurious effect on 
W surrounding landscape,. the material should he acquired froin 
other sources. 	If this is no -t possible, the workings should be 
hidden from the view as much as possible by opening the pit 
from a suitable side ör by erecting a screen. Areas used shall 
he tidied up to such an extent that no impurities will get mix- 
cd with construction materiais. Areas shall be used and scre- 
ning and other refuse shall be stored in such manner that the 
use 0±' the deposit later on is not impeded. 
Tests of the quality of materiais before and during the work 
are specified in Item ."Classification of Solls and Testingu of 
these Specifications. 
iateria1 	JDeposits 
fhen material sources are exploitcd great care shal]. he taken 
to ensure that there is no risk of pollution of groundwater in- 
• 
	
	tended fdr water supply and that the water table is not lowercd 
to such extent that has a detrimantal effect on other structurcs 
and the use of ground water. Steps shall also he taken to ensure 
that the ground is not contaminated by storing fuel oils, dust 
abatement agents or bituminous binders etc. In case of doubt 
the authorities should he consulted. 
Rock areas shall he ohosen so that noise and dust oi' quarrying 
and crushing will not unduly disturb the neighbourhood. hen 
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cjuarrying has been finishcd speciai attention shali be given to 
the erection of safety fenoes and to other safety measu.es. 
Tips 
Excess niateriais may, 	as directed b,y the, hmpioyer, 	he used in 
constructing stockpiie areas, fiattening of embankment siopes 
or iandscaping in the vicinitr of the road. 	If a separate tip 
is taken into use outside the road area, landscaping factors 
shali be taken into consideration. The aim should be te usc 
excess materiais in fihiing abandoned gravel pits, clay sourcenS 
iinsightiy hdflows,open quarries etc. 	Jhen choosing tips the 
bearing capacity of the ground and the risk of pollution of 
ground water shali he borne in mmd. Stumpe 'and other refuse 
may, with the permission of the iandowner, he used for fiiling 
uns.ightly hiiows by the road. 	In that case anapproximately 
30 cm thick fiuiing layer shail be placed on the area by usinj 
vegetation or other waste rnaterial rcmoved from the road ara. 
In stockpiling meaures shali he taken to prevent fiowing by 
usin 	edge walis made o±' drier earth and/or the surface shail 
he protccted, where necessary, 	because of the risk of erosion. 
Re ins tatement 
Prio±' to the use of borrow pits or tips a pian shail be pre-
pared for iandscaping measures required. As soon as horrow pin 
or tips have been taken out of use siopes shali be trimmed n 1 
top edges rounded 0ff. Excavated surfaces shail if necessary 
he grassed and pian -ted ad safety devices such as fences shal t 
he erected. Tips ehail also he tidied up and shaped in such 
way that thcy do not differ from the surrounding terrain. 
CLA:SIFICATI0T OF SCIIS ID TESTI1G 
Claes ificati'on 	of 	Se ii s 
Determining the correct and most advantageous purpose and i:et-
hod of use of soils needed in road cönstruction calls for con-
tinuous cissification of soils on the pert öf the constructoi'. 
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The suitability for intonded use of ali materiais taken both 
from the road area and from borrow pits shall be systematicall 
investigated. In. addition to the bottoms of cuttings the subsoii 
shall also he investigated under low ernbankments in cases when the 
subsoil can he anticipated to he decisive in the determination 
of the thickness of the road pavement. 
In classification af soile either the soil type or the soil 
type and the bearing category jointly shall he determined depend-
ing on the intcnded use of iateriais. 
Technical Ciassifica±ion 
In connection with tchnical classification of soils the prin-
ciples, definitione, abbreviations, syrnbols and testing methods 
speoified in Item 22 of the Standard Specifications for Found-
ationork 1964 of RIL and in Appendixes II aid III thereto 
shall he followed as fa as they aro not differing from the 
speoifications given by the hational Board of Fublic Roads and 
Uat.erways. 
Determinetion of Frost-Susceptibility 
The frost-susc.eptibility of soils shall he determined by usin. 
the grading curves obtained in oonnection with technical classi-
fication by comparing them with the ?orm for Determination of 
Frost-Susceptibility of Soils (Appendix No. 1) (TVH 2.545). 
In addition to determination b-ased on grading eurves the cap-
illary risc shall also he determined in laboratory in such bord-
erline cases where the soil niay be frost-susceptible because of 
local conditions aithough appearing to he frost-resistant on 
the basis of grading. The caillary rise shall therefore in 
rnost cases he determinod for fine-grained soils within the bound-
ary zone. Detcrmined by this method soils are considered frost-
susceptible when the capil1ry risc of water is 	1,0 m. 
Classification of earing Capaci.ty 	.. 
In ordr to determine the road pavement layers the bearing ca-
pacity of either the subsoil or of embankment materiais shall 
be determincd depending on each case. 
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oii types are divided into bearing categories as to their ber-
ing capacity asindicated on Appendix Io 2 (TVH 2.546). 
Actuai classifica1ion of bearing capacity shall be effected by 
comparing grading curves obtained in technicai ciassificaticn 
and the results of the determination of frost-susoeptibility 
with the Bearing Classification Form (Appendix To. 2) and witb 
the tabies of pavernerit design (Appendixes 1600/1...9). 
Te s t ing 
The basic r;rincipie to he followed in supervision of road eon-
struction work shail he that the Constructor skajl always bu 
able to prove that the mteriai used and the final resuit con-
form te ±equirements specified on.Documents. 
During the work ali tests peified on Spocifications and Ins-
tructions shaii be carried out and ali reQuired certificatcs 
obtained. Testing of materiais and workmanship iisted below 
shali he aiso taken. If the number of sampies to he taken has 
been specified, it shall be taken as a minimum sufficient pro-
vided that workmanship is of high standard and the resulting 
work of a uniforrn quality. 
•.i 
The current publication of the quality control of surfacing work 
of the Nationai Board of' Pubiic Roads and aterways (TVH 2.813) 
the Publication of the quaiity controi of crushing works 0±' the 
Board. (TVH 2.814) and, when appiicabie, the instructions for 
the quaiity controi of subgrade and unbound iayers of the road 
pavement (TVH 2.816) shali he foilowed in road construction work. 
The appropria.te forms given in the current List of Pubiloatione 
of the Notional Board of Public Roads and Yaterways (TVH No. 
6.151) or appropriate forms of the State Institute for Techn-
ical Research shali gencr'dly b used in the quality eontrol 
of construction :work. 
Inspecting TTeasuring Dquipiucnt 
Prior to the start of measuring work the Contractor shall in-
spect the ?.quipment used and the inapeotion records shall b 
filled. Leve]]ing equipment shail he inspected at ieast onc a 
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month and theodolites at least every fourth month. Teasuring 
tapes used in precision measurements on the site shall aiso bc 
inspected. Ali weighing machines shall he inspected as directed 
by the manufacturer. Even other measuring equipment not naention-
cd icrein shall he inspctd frequently enough. 
Testing' of' idatcrials 
Soil classification of the subsoii shall he carried out iL 
. 	decisive importancc in pavement design. 
Excavatcd or borrow materiais to he used in embankment Liii 
sball always he classified prior to their use and during the 
work when the suitabiiity of the material to intended purpose 
may he doubted. 
The suitability of natural materiais to be used in the road 
pavement or in special structures shall always be proved by 
gradation tests prior to the work and during the .work by at least 
one sieving for each 500 m3 undisturbed quantity to he used for 
each purpose or aiready dumped onto structures concerned. IL it 
can be assumed that the material is not conforming to the quality 
requirements, check tests shall furtherrnore b made before the 
material is rejeeted. 
For non-standard pipes and other material used in road een-
struction work the inanufacturer's certificates shail he obtained 
in which at least the data referred to in the Specifications 
for similar materiais shail be given. 
Testing oL Density 
The donsity of structures shall he systematieally dctermined 
in ali locations whero a density requirement has been specifid. 
The maximum dry density o± earth embankments and road pvement 
layers shall he determined for each different material, in 
Road Favement Categories 1, 2, 3 and 4 for each new undisturbd 
quantity of 3000 m 3 , and in Road Pavement Categories 5 and 6 
from the surface oL the subgrade• for each seetion of 500 m. 
In Road Eavement Categories 7 and 8 no .determination of dry 
density and density is generally earried out. In Road Pavement 
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Categories 1, 2, 3 and 4 the dry density and the degree ci' 
eompaction shali he dctermind for each layer to be cornpacted 
at one time from each lane at an average interval of 100 m and 
from the section formed by the shouider and the siope and from 
any central reserve et an interval not exoeeding 200 m. In Road 
Pavement Ca±egories 5 and 6 the respective maximum intervais sh1l 
be 150 m and 300 m. In macadam or stone iayers no detcrmination' 
of density are carried out. 
The determination of the maximum dry density (improved Froctor 
Method), the fieid determination of dry density, moisture dontnt 
and the performance of the piate loading test have been shown 
on Appendixes Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 10 af the Pubiication No. 2.816' 
of the National Board of Fublic Roads and Waterways. 
In connection with spocial structures the degre of compaction 
o± earth materiais shail b teted by deterniining the maximum 
dry density of ali different materiais uscd in backfiiling and 
foundations. 
The dry dunsity and the degree of compaction shall b determind 
for eaoh part of each separate structur. At liast two sampls 
shall be taken from uach iayer. 
In pipeline trenches account ehali furthermor.e be taken ci' 
faet that the abov sample pairs only represent a seetion of 
lOOm. 
The g'ading of the sample shail aiways be tested in connection 
with the determination of the maximum dry density. The gradini' 
indicates when the material has changed in such exient that 
new maximum dry donsity shall be determined. 
The location of the sampio shali be fixed by indicating the 
chainagc, the distance from the ccntr. line and the depth froa 
th. principal longitudinal profile. 
In addition to the measurements of dry dnsity piate loadin 
tests may aiso he carriedout. Fiate loading tests may he mdo 
only when the ground is entirely unfrozun. 
•i 
•i 
Fite loading tests on the carriagLway shall he made in general 
atan interval ci' 50 ...200 rn from each iane aiternately. Sp•ciai 
circurnstanees nay howevr call for more offoctive control. 
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Tsting of Replacurnent of Soil and Blasting 
Aftor rcplacement of soil by filling, test drilling shall be 
carried out at an avera 	interval of 20 m from the side of the 
embankment in order to ascertain how deep the f iii has penetrated 
and to determine if any additional measurus are necessary. The 
settlement of fili materiais shall also be investigated, if 
nccessary, IDy drillings through the embankrnent (i.e. deep 
drilling or similar rnethod). 
The consumption of fiil materiais shall be checked, if poss±ble, 
for each embankmcnt. 
In connection with deep blasting, the depth of drilling cnn 
be checked to ascertain the depth of excavation or when the 
rock has been loaded, test pits may be dug at an interval of 
some 50 m on an average. So much broken rock shall be removed 
from the test pit as is required to show that the required 
excavation deptb }rs been rL-achd. 
Presentation of Test Results 
The Contractor shall prcsc-nt the final location and quality of 
structures used in a concise and clear form. The results of 
compaction tests shall also be given in this connection. The 
method of presentation can be as shown on Diagrams of Appendixes 
11...13 of the Publication Yo. 2.816 of the National Board of 
Public Ronds and Waterways. 
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Ali 	iils 	oe rrrL  c';.rve lie ;ibin 	1 	re-- frt 
susce_ptible. 
Ali 3oils ':J108e (;radin curve lie witl:in 3res 2, 	or 4 
frost-resistant, provided tbat the lewer erd of the radir;: 
curve does nDt lie above t}e c'urve f::ing tLe ieft-har. bunw.t'y 
to 	in uei tion. 
ihe degree ol' frost-suiceptbiiitj ot :a 	LL can 
mined by •referenc to its eupiilarity, BOli wo caplllari 
is ies ;han 100 cm be1n frot-rcslitit. 
. 
- 
CLASSIPICATION 0? B3MPO POW.R 	AFPENDIx I- :Q 2 
- 
Rock 
'rost-reistant soli types wi± the radation eurve 	trin 
8ign zone 3, or sDll ypes with ccar84,r gradng. 
:t—r-esjstartoj1 ty:;v:j -, raLatjy eurye ;ithjn 
-Jesign zone C 
ros•t-resjstant aol! types with the radation eurve vlthin 
-esign.zone D. 
T)raet...suscept1b1e soil tiree, exoluding thoe irrnluded In 
ategory F : dry crust elsy, frost-8usptjb1e fine earid and 
';oSt—susceptjble rnoraine typ. 	 - 
-cali€».. weal: 9011 type 	uch 	very weak clay, pet, 
iiud and siit and soil types of caterory E, iJ' drainage or 
er corjjItjns are roor, 
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REIiT3TATEMENT OF SITE 
Prior to the end o± the work the Contractor shail olear and 
tidy up ali areas with surroundings used for construotion or 
other purposes during the work. 
Ali construction roads shall be repaired. Canip areas shall he 
tidied up. Refuse from eonstruetion work, foundations of huts, 
crushing or other pints shall he removed. The fioors of stock-
pile areas, borrow pits and tips shall be cleaned. Ali visibie 
and unsightly parts of buildings and structures even outside 
the road area shall be removed and leveiied. Ali timber not 
intended for permanent use shali be removed. Ground surfaces 
upheaved in an unsigh"tiy manner during foundation viork shall 
b lveiled and reinstated by suitabie method. 
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